Ultrasound-Responsive Conversion of Microbubbles to Nanoparticles to Enable Background-Free in Vivo Photoacoustic Imaging.
Photoacoustic (PA) imaging based on the photon-to-ultrasound conversion allows the imaging of optical absorbers in deep tissues with high spatial resolution. However, the inherent optical absorbance of biomolecules (e.g., hemoglobin, melanin, etc.) would show up as tissue background signals to interfere with signals from the contrast agent during in vivo PA imaging, limiting the imaging sensitivity. Herein, an ultrasound (US)-responsive PA imaging probe based on microbubbles (MBs) containing gold nanoparticles (Au NPs) is designed for in vivo "background-free" PA imaging. The obtained Au@lip MBs with separated Au NPs decorated within the lipid shell of MBs show low PA signals under near-infrared (NIR) excitation. Interestingly, under exposure to US pulses, those Au@lip MBs would burst to form nanoscale aggregates of Au@lip NPs, which exhibit significantly enhanced NIR PA signals due to their red-shifted surface plasmon resonance. Therefore, by subtracting the PA image captured pre-US burst from that captured post-US burst, the tissue background PA signals could be deducted to enable background-free PA imaging with high sensitivities as demonstrated by multiple ex vivo and in vivo experiments. This work presents a simple yet effective strategy to deduct background signals during PA imaging, which is promising for accurate PA detection of targets in tissues with a strong background.